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Boots Westernbar Stuttgart 

- (Temporarily Closed) 
Bopserstraße 9, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

Nearest station: Österreichischer Platz 

Bars 

Western-style gay bar in the of Stuttgart's 

city centre. BOOTS attracts guys of all 

ages. Closed on Mondays. 

 

Features:BarMusicRestaurant 

 

Café Monroe's 
Schulstraße 3, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

Cafe Monroe's, a long-standing gay bar in 

the heart of Stuttgart, is a Marilyn 

Monroe-themed haven, complete with 

iconic posters of the starlet and pride flags 

adorning its interiors. Known for its 

excellent selection of drinks, this bar 

offers a vibrant and welcoming 

atmosphere for its patrons. 

 

Features:BarCafeMusic 

 

Ruben's 
Geißstrasse 13, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

Gay-popular bar, bistro & lounge, located 

in the heart of the city. Ruben's serves a 

great selection of food and drinks in an 

upscale, stylish setting. Outdoor seats 

available.Closed on Sundays. 

 

Features:BarCafeMusicOutdoor 

TerraceRestaurant 

 

Goldener Heinrich 
Leonhardstraße 3, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

One of Germany's oldest gay bars, located 

in the heart of Stuttgart's Old Town.The 

Goldener Heinrich has been around for a 

decade and remains a popular hangout for 

local gay men and their friends. The bar 

serves a good selection of drinks and food. 

 

Features:BarCafeMusicRestaurant 

 

Lovepop Stuttgart 
Eberhardstr. 35-37, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

Nearest station: U: Rathaus 

Dance Clubs 

Stuttgart's large monthly hipster LGBT 

dance party (since 2008) with DJ's playing 

house and pop music on the 2nd Saturday 

of the month.Lovepop takes place at 

White Noise Club & Bar. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

FAME Party 
various venues, Stuttgart, Germany 
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Dance Clubs 

The biggest gay event of Southwestern 

Germany. FAME Party takes place almost 

every month at various venues in 

Stuttgart, featuring the best pop music 

and EDM music. 

Check FAME Party's website for event 

information. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

PUMP Party 
Calwer Straße 25, 70173 Stuttgart, 

Germany, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

PUMP Party, a monthly House and Techno 

event at Climax Institutes in Stuttgart, is a 

vibrant gay dance party that welcomes 

gays, queers, and all open-minded 

individuals. This lively gathering often 

features guest DJs like the talented Alicea, 

adding a unique flair to each event. 

Attendees are encouraged to embrace 

their style, with sporty, kinky, and even 

topless outfits being the norm, creating an 

atmosphere of freedom and self-

expression. 

 

EAGLE Stuttgart 
Mozartstraße 51, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

The meeting place for fetish & leather fans 

and gay motorbikers in and around 

Stuttgart.EAGLE hosts regular meetings on 

Tuesdays with happy hour and discount 

for bears on Fridays. Check their website 

for the latest information. 

 

Features:Adults-

onlyBarRGymMazeRelaxing CabinsSpa 

 

K29 - Der Zieglerkeller 
Blumenstraße 29, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

K29 is a long-running gay cruise & fetish 

bar with cruising area and play zone in the 

back. Open on Fridays and Saturdays, with 

regular themed events. 

 

Features:BarDark RoomMusic 

 

Fuoco Cucina Italiana 
Lohäckerstr. 11, Stuttgart, Germania, 

70567, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Restaurants 

Fuoco Cucina Italiana is a gaay managed 

Italian cuisine restaurant, with bar and 

musical entertainment. Discreet and 

intimate environment. Lounges and Beach 

Clubs available also. 

A great place to visit and grab a bite to eat 

and drink whilst visiting the centre of 

Stuttgart. 

 

Features:BarCafeRestaurant 

 

Sauna ViVA 
Charlottenstraße 38, Stuttgart, Germany 
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Nearest station: U2: Kursaal 

Saunas 

Large, well-established gay sauna in 

Stuttgart. Sauna ViVA features bar, dry 

sauna, steam room, TV room, and private 

cabins.Check Sauna ViVA's for current 

promotions and tips to make the most of 

your sauna experience. 

 

Features:BarInternet 

AccessMassageRelaxing 

CabinsSaunaSteam room 

 

Pour Lui 
Schmidener Straße 51, Stuttgart, Germany 

 

 

Saunas 

Opened in 2006, Pour Lui is one of 

Stuttgart's most popular gay saunas, 

located near the centre of Bad 

Cannstatt.Recently renovated, facilities 

include a bar, locker room, dry sauna, 

steam bath, and relaxing cabins. The 

interesting interior design makes for a 

more exciting experience overall.Pour Lui 

hosts a monthly themed event Mask & 

Naked Party on Monday. Member of the 

Lesbian & Gay Association in Germany and 

the European GAY Sauna Association. 

 

Features:BarRelaxing CabinsSaunaSteam 

room 
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